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We study the proximity coherence in a mesoscopic normal-metal film in contact with
superconductor. Accounting for a repulsive interaction between the electrons in the normal m
we find an enhanced local density of states close to the normal-metal–superconductor interface
sharp peak in the density is pinned to the Fermi energy and leads to spontaneous paramagnetic in
currents. The induced orbital magnetic moments exhibit the characteristic features of the parama
reentrance observed in normal-metal coated superconducting cylinders [P. Visani, A. C. Mota
A. Pollini, Phys. Rev. Lett.65, 1514 (1990)]. [S0031-9007(99)08939-5]

PACS numbers: 74.50.+r, 75.20.–g
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A normal metal in contact with a superconductor ex
hibits the phenomenon of proximity—the superconduc
tor exports its coherent state across the interface in
the metal. On a microscopic level, this phenomenon
described through the Andreev reflection of the norma
metal quasiparticles at the normal-metal–superconduc
(NS) interface, converting normal current to supercurren
Proximity superconductivity exhibits a rich phenomeno
ogy and has attracted considerable interest recently [1].
particularly puzzling finding is the ultra-low-temperature
reentrance observed in normal-metal coated supercondu
ing cylinders [2], where, contrary to expectation, the fully
diamagnetic cylinder develops a paramagnetic respon
on top of the Meissner susceptibility. Recently, it ha
been speculated that some novel kind of persistent curr
states might be responsible for this phenomenon [3], b
closer inspection of the experimentally measurable qua
tities reveals that the predicted effect is too small [4
In this Letter, we demonstrate that a repulsive electro
electron interaction in the normal metal naturally leads
the appearance of a paramagnetic instability at very lo
temperature, offering a possible explanation of the ree
trance effect in the NS cylinders.

To be specific, we shall consider a clean normal-met
slab of thicknessd (0 , x , d), in perfect contact with a
bulk, conventional superconductor. The proximity effec
is mediated by the Andreev reflection at the interface wi
the superconductor, which transforms incident electro
into back-reflected holes, thus binding the quasipartic
states to the normal layer forE , DS. In the usual free
electron gas description, the Andreev bound states a
found at En  h̄yxs2n 1 1dpy4d sn  0, 1, . . . ; yx 
yF cosq d producing a linear suppression of the density o
states (DOS) [5]NsEd , N0Edyh̄yF close to the Fermi
level E  0 (N0  mkFyh̄2p2). In the following we
assume that the electron-electron interaction in the norm
layer, which follows from the delicate balance betwee
the phonon-mediated and the Coulomb interaction,
repulsive. As a consequence, a finite order parame
Dsxd is induced in the metal, opposite in sign as compare
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to DS in the superconductor; see Ref. [5]. The N
junction then behaves like a Josephson junction w
a phase differencep, trapping quasiparticle states a
the Fermi energy close to the NS interface. The loc
DOS NsE, xd exhibits a peak at zero energy on to
of the Andreev density of states, as shown in Fig.
This peak involves a macroscopic number of states w
density np , k2

Fyd, which in the following we call the
p-states.

The change in the DOS crucially affects the respon
of the proximity metal. The linear current responsejfAg
can be divided into two contributionsj  jdia 1 jpara,
the diamagnetic currentjdia  2se2nymcdA giving the
rigid response of the bulk densityn  k3

Fy3p2 and the
paramagnetic currentjpara following from the deformation
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FIG. 1. Local DOSNsE, xd at the NS interfacex  0 and
at the metal boundaryx  d (EA  h̄yFyd), as it follows
from the self-consistent solution of the Eilenberger equation
Eqs. (2) and (3), for a thicknessd  10h̄yFyDS and the
coupling constantsVS  20.3 and VN  0.1. Inset: Spatial
dependence of the order parameterDsxd and local DOSNsE 
0, xd at the peak energy (S: x , 0, N: x . 0).
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of the wave function at the Fermi surface [6],

jpara 
e2n
mc

A
Z

dE

µ
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≠f
≠E

∂
NsEd

N0
(1)

for slowly varying fields A (f is the Fermi occupa-
tion number). While in a bulk superconductor the para
magnetic current is quenched by the energy gap at lo
temperatures producing a net diamagnetic response,
paramagnetic current of a bulk normal metal cancels t
diamagnetic current exactly. In the noninteracting met
under proximity, the linear density of states suppressio
NsEd ~ E is still sufficient to suppress the paramagneti
current at zero temperature [7]. Including a repulsive in
teraction places the system in the opposite limit: Th
sharp DOS peak at the Fermi level produces a parama
netic signal whichovercompensatesthe diamagnetic re-
sponse. Such a net paramagnetic response naturally le
to an instability: The free energydF  2cjdA , 0 can
be lowered via a nonzero magnetic induction induced b
spontaneous currents along the NS interface. The int
face currents are associated with an orbital magnetizati
MsT d producing a low-temperature reentrance in the ma
netic susceptibility.

In the following we present a quantitative analysis o
the paramagnetic instability induced by thep-states. The
magnetic inductionBzsxd is described by the vector poten-
tial Aysxd which drives the currentsjysxd. The electron-
electron interaction in the superconductor is accounted f
by an effective coupling constantVS , 0 and similarly
VN . 0 in the normal metal; see also Refs. [8,9]. Two
self-consistency problems have to be solved: First, w
evaluate the order parameterDsxd accounting for the dif-
ferent coupling constants in the superconductor and t
normal metal, and obtain the local DOSNsE, xd. Second,
we determine the current functionaljfAg which we solve
together with Maxwell’s equation to find the spontaneou
interface currents.

We use the quasiclassical description following from
the Eilenberger equation for̂g,

2h̄yx≠xĝ  fhh̄v 1 ieyyAysxdycjt̂3 1 Dsxdt̂1, ĝg ,

(2)

where the2 3 2 matrix ĝ contains the Green’s functions
gvsx, yxd and fvsx, yxd (v Matsubara frequency,yx 
yF cosq , t̂i Pauli matrices; see Ref. [10]). Equation (2
is completed by the self-consistency relation for the pa
potential (k. . .l is the angular average),

Dsxd  2VN0pT
X

v.0

k fvsx, yxdl . (3)

The numerical solution of Eqs. (2) and (3) is shown i
the inset of Fig. 1. The course of the order paramet
in the normal layer is asymptotically given byDsxd ,
2VN N0h̄yFyx, as expected from thef function in the
noninteracting caseVN  0. Dsxd decays from a value
,2jVN yVSjDS at the NS interface, to,2VN N0h̄yFyd
-
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at the outer boundary. Close to the NS interface, t
local DOS NsE, xd  N0 Refkg2iE1dsx, yxdlg exhibits a
pronounced peak at zero energy, as shown in Fig. 1.
note that this result is possibly related to the DOS pe
found for a Luttinger liquid [11]. While the accumulation
of DOS at small energies is robust towards a fini
interface transparency, the peak structure depends on
good quality of the NS interface, and would be broaden
and shifted to finite energy by a barrier. In order t
proceed with analytical results, we approximate the ord
parameter by a step function,

Dsxd 

Ω
DS , x , 0 ,
2DN , 0 , x , d ,

where DN ~ VN enters as a parameter. The Green
function in the normal layerx . 0 can be determined
exactly and takes the form

gvsx, yxd 
h̄v sinhfxsdd 2 gg 1 DN coshfxsd 2 xdg

h̄V coshfxsdd 2 gg
,

(4)

where xsxd  2Vxyyx , h̄2V2  D
2
N 1 h̄2v2,

and tanhg  DNyh̄V (we consider the limit
DS ¿ DN , kBT ). The second term in (4) describe
the p-states at the NS interface. The poles of th
Green’s function ath̄v  2iE 1 0 yield the bound
state energies. While forE ¿ DN the Andreev
states of the free electron gas are down-shifted
dEn ø 22DN ys2n 1 1dp sn  0, 1, . . .d, below the gap
E , DN we find thep-states at

E  DN y cosh
2
q

D
2
N 2 E2 d

h̄yx
, DNe22DN dy h̄yx , (5)

exponentially close to Fermi energy. The trajectories w
yx  yF cosq ø DN dyh̄ contribute to the weight of the
zero energy DOS peak: ForDN . h̄yFyd the number of
p-states per unit surfaceNsurf is equal to the number of
transverse levelsNsurf , k2

F , while for DN , h̄yFyd it
is reduced toNsurf , k2

FsDNdyh̄yFd2 via the reduction of
the available solid angle cosq , DN dyh̄yF .

We derive the current-field relations at low temper
ture, assumingkBT ø h̄yFyd, DN . This implies a
thermal length jN sT d  h̄yFy2pkBT larger than the
thicknessd and no thermal smearing on the scaleDN .
Only the trajectories with cosq , DN dyh̄yF contribute
to the current at low temperature. We describe them
the limit h̄yxyDNd ! 0 by

gvsx, yxd 
v

V
1

vDN

Vsh̄V 2 DN d
e2xsxd. (6)

The current in the presence of a slowly varying vect
potential A follows from Eq. (6) after replacingv by
v 1 ieyyAyh̄c and inserting it into the current expres
sion jysxd  ieN02pT

P
v.0kyygsx, yx , yydl. In addi-

tion to the usual diamagnetic currentjdia  2scy4pl2dA
3337
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[l  smc2y4pne2d21y2 denotes the London length], we
obtain the paramagnetic current

jpara ø
c

4pl2 e2xyaj
0
N a

3F0

2pj
0
N

arctan
eyFA

cpkBT
, (7)

in the limit eyFAyc, kBT ø DN . Here, F0  p h̄cye
denotes the flux quantum,j0

N  h̄yFy2DN gives the
extent of thep-states, and under the assumptionDN .

h̄yFyd we havea  1. At temperatureskBT ¿ eyFAyc
the paramagnetic currentjpara , scyl2d sDNykBT dA is
linear in A and ~ 1yT , a signature of the thermally
smeared zero energy DOS peak, and competes with
diamagnetic current on the scalej

0
N . At T ! 0, Eq. (7)

is nonlinear in the field and generates the spontane
paramagnetic current. This paramagnetic interface curr
results from the energy splitting of thep-states in the
field, E ø 6eyFAyc, allowing the system to gain energy
by shifting the DOS below the Fermi surface [12]. Fo
DN , h̄yFyd, the paramagnetic current is reduced b
the factora  sDN dyh̄yFd , 1 in Eq. (7). The surface
current I 

R
j dx , a2cF0yl2 is in agreement with

the current estimateIp , NsurfeyF based on the number
of p-states at zero energy. Equation (7) thus alwa
produces a net paramagnetic response at low tempera
and fields.

The evaluation of the induced magnetization requir
the self-consistent solution of Maxwell’s equatio
2≠2

xAsxd  4pjsxdyc together with the current func-
tional jfAsxdg. The solution of the screening problem
requires the full dispersive relation betweenjsqd and
Asqd, which in the proximity effect typically features a
nonlocal current-field dependence on the scalej

0
N [10].

Equation (7) represents the long wavelength limitq ! 0.
For simplicity, here we use Eq. (7) under the assumpti
of local response (accounting for the full nonlocality doe
not affect the qualitative nature of the final results).

The magnetization curvesMsT , Hd, which follow
from Eq. (7) are shown in Fig. 2. Approaching from
large fields, Fig. 2 shows two paramagnetic branchesP6

with a linear diamagnetic slope exhibiting a spontaneo
magnetization in zero field. They result from the supe
position of the paramagnetic magnetizationM0sT d and the
Meissner response to the applied fieldH. As the field is
decreased (increased) pastH  0, the branchP1 (P2)
becomes metastable. The spontaneous magnetiza
M0sT d appears below a second order transition pointTM

c
and saturates at low temperatures, as shown in the inse
Fig. 2. The magnetization curve includes a diamagne
branchD, which arises from the competition between th
paramagnetic instability and the thermal smearing and
thermodynamically unstable.

In the following we give a semiquantitative analys
of the magnetizationM 

R
dx Msxdyd, first at zero

temperature and field [M0], proceeding to finite tempera-
tures [M0sT d], and finally including an applied
magnetic field H [MsT , Hd]. The boundary condi-
3338
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FIG. 2. MagnetizationMsT , Hd curve at various temperatures
(in units of DN ykB), for l  0.3d and j

0
N  d. The two

metastable branchesP6 exhibit a spontaneous magnetization
in zero field, the diamagnetic branchD is unstable. Inset: Zero
field magnetizationM0sT d.

tions are given byAs0d  0 and ≠xAsdd  H. We
concentrate on the most relevant limit wherej

0
N , d ¿ l.

At T  0, according to Eq. (7), the paramagnetic inter
face currentj , acF0yl2j

0
N remains unscreened until

being matched byjdia , 2cAyl2, producing a vector
potential A , aF0yj

0
N on the scalel. The vector

potentialA saturates beyondl, as the paramagnetic and
diamagnetic currents cancel each other. Assuming th
thep-states extend up to the outer metal surface (a , 1),
the induced magnetizationM  Asddy4pd is given by

M0 , a
F0

j
0
Nd

,
F0

sj0
N d2

. (8)

We note that although the spontaneous currents increa
asDN . h̄yFyd (a  1) they are screened exponentially
beyond the extent of thep-states in this limit, giving a
magnetizationM0 , sF0yj

0
Ndd expf2sd 2 j

0
N dylg. We

assumea , 1 in the following.
At finite temperature, the spontaneous magnetization

suppressed by the factor arctanseyFAycpkBT d, which it-
self depends on the magnetization viaA , Md, implying
the implicit equation

M0sTd
M0

, arctan
M0sT daDN

M0kBT
. (9)

The spontaneous magnetization appears below a seco
order transition atkBTM

c , aDN , saturating at low tem-
peratures, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2. The transitio
temperature is equal in magnitude to the energy splittin
of the DOS peakE , eyFAyc , aDN .

Under an applied magnetic fieldH, the Meissner
currentjdia screens both the spontaneous interface curre
and the applied field. At zero temperature we dea
with a linear problem and the magnetization is given b
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the superpositionMsHd  M0 1 xH of the spontaneous
magnetic momentM0 and the Meissner responsexH.
As the temperature increases,M0sT d decreases and the
metastable regime shrinks. AtT . TM

c the spontaneous
magnetization in zero field has disappeared; the signat
of the paramagnetic currents remains, however, reduc
the diamagnetic susceptibilityx at small fields. At
large temperatureT ¿ TM

c we recover the pure Meissne
response.

The two metastable branchesP1 and P2 in the mag-
netization curve, see Fig. 2, imply a first order trans
tion at H  0. The transition is similar to the magnetic
breakdown occurring in the same system at large fie
between the fully diamagnetic phase and the field pe
tration phase [13]. The rotation of the magnetic momen
to the energetically more favorable polarization will sho
the hysteretic behavior typical for a first order transitio
The transition fromP1 to P2 implies a paramagnetic
slope in the thermodynamic dc magnetizationkMsT , Hdl,
which will link the metastable solutionsP6 in Fig. 2
and cross the origin atMsH  0d  0. In summary,
we find that on approachingTM

c from above, the dia-
magnetic susceptibilityxdc  kMsT , HdlyH is reduced,
exhibiting a low-temperature reentrance. BelowTM

c , the
spontaneous interface currents produce a net paramagn
susceptibilityxdc.

Let us discuss our results in the context of the expe
ments by Mota and co-workers on NS cylinders [2
The quantitative analysis of the diamagnetic susce
tibility [10,14] and the breakdown field [13] in these
samples has yielded a mean free pathl , d and an
interface transparency of order unity, allowing for th
ballistic description given here. We note that the sm
impurity concentration, rather than affecting thep-states,
will help in reducing the nonlocality in the screenin
problem. The Nb-Ag and Nb-Cu cylinders show a
anomalous paramagnetic signal in the magnetic respo
in the low-temperature–low-field corner of theH-T phase
diagram [2,15]. A direct comparison with our theor
requires the magnetization curvekMsT , Hdl which has not
yet been measured. The observed dc susceptibilityxdcsT d
as a function of temperature shows an increase at l
temperature [16]. The measured ac susceptibilitiesxacsT d
and xacsHd exhibit a reentrance both as a function o
temperature and field [2]. The reentrance is accompan
by an out-of-phase response signaling dissipation and
hysteresis in the field dependence. These features ar
qualitative agreement with our results for the magn
tization curve. We find that theory and experime
agree in order of magnitude fora2 , 0.1, implying a
transition temperatureTM

c , 100 mK and a spontaneous
magnetizationM0 , 1 G. A more quantitative com-
parison with experiment requires the self-consiste
treatment of the spontaneous currents with the p
potential, accounting for nonlocality and its sensitivity t
disorder.
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the inclusio
of a finite electron-electron repulsion in a proximity cou
pled normal-metal layer naturally produces spontaneo
interface currents, leading to a paramagnetic reentrance
the magnetic response. The sign change in the coupli
across the NS interface leads to the trapping ofp-states at
the Fermi energy—the DOS peak should be accessible
a spectroscopic experiment with a tunneling microscop
The frustrated NS junction relaxes through the gener
tion of spontaneous interface currents, inducing a par
magnetic moment. A nontrivial issue that remains is th
requirement that the electron-electron interaction be repu
sive at the low energy scales involved. Interesting con
sequences of this assumption have been discussed in
context of the proximity effect [5] and most recently in re-
lation to the low-temperature transport in mesoscopic N
structures [8,17]. In fact, the noble metal coatings use
in the experiments of Mota and co-workers [2] appear t
be the most plausible candidates for a repulsive electro
electron interaction. Turning the argument around, in th
light of our findings the experimental observation of a
paramagnetic reentrance indicates the presence of a
pulsive interaction in these materials.

We acknowledge fruitful discussions with D. Agter-
berg, C. Bruder, M. Dodgson, V. Geshkenbein, C. Hon
erkamp, A. Mota, B. Müller-Allinger, M. Rice, G. Schön,
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